A microdosimetry model of kidney by GATE Monte Carlo simulation using a nonuniform activity distribution in digital phantom of nephron.
As the main pathway for the clearance of radiopharmaceutical from the body, kidney is a dose-limiting organ in medical application of radionuclides. Because of its unique physiology, radioactivity is seen to concentrate on kidney nonuniformly. This nonuniformity can be considered in nephron microstructures. A microdosimetry model of kidney is necessary to include the nonuniform distribution in internal radiation dosimetry. Implementing the microdosimetry model requires, first, a geometry phantom of nephrons. Stylized phantoms cannot distribute activities inside nephron compartments nonuniformly. A phantom of nephron was generated by a preliminary three-dimensional graphic model and was converted to a proper format of digital phantom. The phantom was fed to GATE Monte Carlo toolkits. Simulations were performed and S-values for five radionuclides (Tc-99m, In-111, Lu-177, Ac-225 and Bi-212) were calculated and compared with corresponding results published in the literature derived with a stylized phantom of nephron. Activity was distributed nonuniformly according to the kinetics of two mainly used diagnostic tracers (diethylenetriaminepetaacetate and ethylenedicysteine) and absorbed dose of nephron cells were calculated. A good correlation was shown between the generated phantom microdosimetry model and stylized model and revealed the phantom can be used for future microdosimetry studies of kidney to evaluate radiobiological effects of internal radiation from various diagnostic and therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals. Absorbed dose of cells for nonuniform distribution showed that some cells in a nephron compartment receive higher dose than (more than two-fold) that of compartment average dose. Average dose of nephron is not a reliable parameter for nephrotoxicity evaluation.